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Abstract
A rigid particle model is used to simulate mesoscopic failure processes in cement-based composites. Concrete continua are discretized using a large number of Voronoi polygons, each polygon
being a rigid element. Concrete is represented using a three component model: cement matrix, aggregate inclusions, and matrixinclusion interfacial zones. Special attention is given to creating
the aggregate inclusions as part of the polygonal mesh. These rigid
elements are interconnected by a spring system distributed over
the polygon boundaries; spring properties are set according to
component type which they represent. In order to better represent
the three-dimensional nature of the material and fracture process,
springs properties degrade gradually, based on a measure of damage
related to component type. Numerical results are given for different types of loadings, including a uniaxial compression test and a
split-cylinder tension test.
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1

The
modes of concrete specimens subjected to compression
are dependent on the material constituents, specimen geometry
dimensions,
the boundary conditions
the load application
points.
is therefore
to form consistent interpretations
of concrete failure for design purposes. Two main modes of
ure are witnessed during testing, those being tensile-type splitting
directed along
compression axis and compressive-type diagonal
shear
However,
are still numerous questions regarding
the mechanisms underlying failure, including those concerning the
conditions for failure initiation.
for analyzing concrete materials, including
most
element approaches, enforce geometric compatibility
amongst the model components. Due to these compatibility constraints, such models
have difficulty in simulating failure
modes
following the post-peak response.
modeling concrete
as an assemblage of rigid bodies interconnected by flexible interfaces
state analyses are practicable, while reducing
(Kawai, 1978),
both
effort and program complexity relative to finite
applications of Kawai's discrete
element approaches. The
els were to structural analyses, where the usefulness of the approach
depends on some a priori knowledge of the failure mode so that
can be aligned accordingly. More recently similar approaches
applied to modeling microcracking at the material
Che, 1993; Toi and Kiyosue, 1995). Here discretizations
can
made fine enough so that mesh bias on the fracture
tions is ,_. . . . . . . . . , ,_,_ . . LJ..._,,.... .

rigid particle model is used to simulate mesoscopic failure procement-based composites. Concrete is represented using a
cesses
three component model: cement matrix, aggregate inclusions,
matrix-inclusion interfacial zones. The matrix and inclusions are
discretized using a large number of Voronoi polygons (Fig. 1), each
polygon being a rigid element with two translational and one rotational degrees of freedom.
Aggregate inclusions are randomly positioned within each numerical specimen, satisfying prescribed mix ratios of an actual material. Special attention is given to creating these inclusions as part
of the polygonal mesh, as shown in Fig. 1. The points shown in the
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Fig. 1. Circular inclusion in Voronoi polygonal mesh
figure define the aggregate inclusion and are set prior
generation of the matrix
the aggregates are strong
so that they do not fracture
composite failure,
gregate can be represented
a single rigid element (instead
elements shown).
These rigid elements are interconnected by two sets of springs
distributed over the polygon boundaries (Kawai, 1978).
set
acts normal to the boundaries; the other acts parallel to the
aries. Spring properties are decided according to the component
type which they represent
the properties of the continuum.
In order to better
three-dimensional nature
material and fracture
springs properties degrade
based on a measure of
related to component type.
ample, tensile fracture of
matrix-inclusion interface is
strength limit represents
as shown
Fig. 2.
the interface itself,
second limit is associated
ture of yet intact matrix
through the specimen
Over the same interfacial length, fracture along a larger
leads to a greater reduction
local stiffness and strength;
face failure along smaller inclusions has less influence on the local
properties. Subsequent fracture events are allowed for modeling additional toughening mechanisms acting through the specimen thickness. While these approaches seem quite simplistic, more rigorous
u ......... v.u.......... '"'...,...,.
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along
particle

interface along
larger particle

deformation
interface

Fig.

may
given
inadequacies
a two-dimensional analysis framework. It is better to focus our
attention on developing fracture models based on three-dimensional
discretizations of the . . . . . ~,V"'L
LliV'-_,i;;;.,..._,__,._,
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x
cm concrete specimen is subjected to uniaxial compression, as
The component tensile strengths
are:
== 1.5 MPa,
!ti == 1.0 MPa, where
subscripts a, m,
aggregate, matrix, and interface,
respectively.
maximum aggregate diameter is 15 mm.
friction is assumed along
loading platform boundaries.
Fig. 4 shows the stress-strain response of the specimen. Crackinitiates along aggregate boundaries at about 303 of the peak
and
with increasing load.
about 803
the matrix. The point indicated, just
load, corresponds to the damage condiseen in the figure, cracking ultimately
direction of compression. Specimen comis somewhat strong relative to
pressive strength, f c ==
assumed component tensile strengths. These results were obtained
using a pure tensile fracture criterion; using a Mohr-Coulomb crithe
load can
expected values.
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b) post-peak damage

a) undeformed mesh

Fig. 3. Compression test simulation
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Fig. 4. Compressive stress-strain response

4 Split-cylinder test
As part of a structural test
a series of
tests were carried out. The
are lOcm
in length. Table 1 shows
load
strength for each test specimen, as well as the average
The rigid particle mesh and boundary conditions
cylinder test are shown in
5a. Aggregate
are
tributed in accordance with
mix design. The component v~~.~~·~·~
strengths are assumed to be: !ta = 6.0 MPa, ftm =
!ti = 1.5 MPa.
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Table 1. Split-cylinder test results
maximum load

specimen

tensile strength
(MPa)
1.51
1.83
1.82
1.73

(kN)
1
2
3
average

48.1
57.6
57.9
54.4
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tion since that type of fracture is driven by a well-defined tensile
field.
Though results are realistic in appearance, the usefulness of
the approach is greatly limited by the two-dimensional analysis
framework. Several assumptions have been made to model threedimensional features of the material and fracture process, thus detracting from the physical bases we are striving to achieve. Threedimensional discretizations, which are being carried out by other
researchers (albeit at a coarser resolution), are essential to realizing
the potential of the rigid particle system approach.
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